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Landscape:Lush Plain 

Object lists: 

Green, healthy grass. Some trees (Not many). Some flowers sprinkle around (Not many). A small log cabin 

located in the center of the plain. Some machines or tools that enable me to make something cool or useful. 

Basic things for living (tooth brush, towel, pan…). Light grass odor. The air should not be too wet. It rains 

occasionally. 

 

The letter to my future self after 4 years: 

Dear Tim in the future, 

     Are you happy then? I have to tell you that I’m a little bit nervous and confused recently beca

use I’m contemplating about you and the way to adjust myself. But don’t worry about me. I’

m confident that I can find what I want in the near future and build a steady basis for you.  

     In my mind, I’m living on a vast lush plain with some trees on it. The mud is full of nutrition 

from the effort I made during 12 years of studying. The winds never stop due to the immutable bra

instorm in my mind. There’s a small log cabin as my home at the center of the plain. I’m 18 ri

ght now, an age that is still young but should have my own thoughts and consideration about myse

lf. There’s some brilliant flowers sprinkled on the plain, representing those memorable experienc

es in my life. I feel cozy and comfortable, but the decoration on this plain is still pail. And eagerly 

need the supply of campus life. Although I did have some thoughts before entering college, I did

n’t realize them all due to my laziness and the fear of making mistakes. However, it’s never to

o late to start. I have firm basis to keep progressing and reach my goal. Life on the plain can be m

ore and more convenient as long as I don’t stop.  

     Four years from now, the tools in the cabin will become more and more. My abilities may not 

meet the requirements of those companies  but will definitely be what I want and what I love. The 

plain doesn’t need too many elements, but all elements will be what I need. 

 

Discussion: 

Listing the element or object in the landscape is totally another way to think. Normally, I just focu

s on those adjectives to describe the land. But when I’m focusing on the object, the imagination 

will be more vivid and I can come up with more details. I once read a book and the author mentio

ned that we have to imagine what our future will be like after 20 years so that we will know where 

we should devote ourselves. By concentrating on the objects, this imagination is easier and we will 

understand what we want more. Thus, we could use our energy and time more efficiency. 


